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Abstract
The longitudinal relationship between central plastic changes and clinical presentations of peripheral hearing impairment
remains unknown. Previously, we reported a unique plastic pattern of ‘‘healthy-side dominance’’ in acute unilateral
idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss (ISSNHL). This study aimed to explore whether such hemispheric asymmetry
bears any prognostic relevance to ISSNHL along the disease course. Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), inter-
hemispheric differences in peak dipole amplitude and latency of N100m to monaural tones were evaluated in 21 controls
and 21 ISSNHL patients at two stages: initial and fixed stage (1 month later). Dynamics/Prognostication of hemispheric
asymmetry were assessed by the interplay between hearing level/hearing gain and ipsilateral/contralateral ratio (I/C) of
N100m latency and amplitude. Healthy-side dominance of N100m amplitude was observed in ISSNHL initially. The pattern
changed with disease process. There is a strong correlation between the hearing level at the fixed stage and initial I/
Camplitude on affected-ear stimulation in ISSNHL. The optimal cut-off value with the best prognostication effect for the
hearing improvement at the fixed stage was an initial I/Clatency on affected-ear stimulation of 1.34 (between subgroups of
complete and partial recovery) and an initial I/Clatency on healthy-ear stimulation of 0.76 (between subgroups of partial and
no recovery), respectively. This study suggested that a dynamic process of central auditory plasticity can be induced by
peripheral lesions. The hemispheric asymmetry at the initial stage bears an excellent prognostic potential for the treatment
outcomes and hearing level at the fixed stage in ISSNHL. Our study demonstrated that such brain signature of central
auditory plasticity in terms of both N100m latency and amplitude at defined time can serve as a prognostication predictor
for ISSNHL. Further studies are needed to explore the long-term temporal scenario of auditory hemispheric asymmetry and
to get better psychoacoustic correlates of pathological hemispheric asymmetry in ISSNHL.
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Introduction
Functional imaging of brain reorganization and neurodynamics
in response to central lesions provides essential information related
to the prognosis of animals [1], which in turn might assist in the
treatment policy for improved functional recovery of human
beings. It has been shown that the initial reactions of central
auditory pathway after acute injury to the peripheral receptor
organ may bear a considerable effect on the final outcome of
hearing function in animal studies [2]. However, the contingency
between central plastic changes and prognosis along the disease
course of a peripheral hearing impairment in human beings
remains unexplored.
Idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss (ISSNHL) is a
good disease model for the study of the association between
auditory neuroplasticity and clinical presentations. ISSNHL, a
disease entity of unknown pathogenesis, is widely varied in the
presenting signs and prognosis. Though it is possible that the
neural deficit(s) lie at a higher level of the auditory pathway, the
cochlea has generally been considered the most probable lesion
site of ISSNHL. About one third to a half of affected persons
achieve partial or complete recovery of hearing after appropriate
interventions [3]. The hearing generally reached a fixed level
about one month after the treatment [4]. Yet, there is no reliable
biomarker that can prognosticate the eventual outcome and/or
hearing level in ISSNHL.
By choosing patients with mild-to-moderate hearing impair-
ment, we have previously confirmed by means of MEG that acute
unilateral ISSNHL can induce functional reorganization in terms
of altered hemispheric asymmetry for sound processing in the
central auditory pathway on either affected- or healthy-ear
stimulation [5,6]. In contrast to the pattern of ‘‘contralateral
dominance’’ in controls, a pattern of ‘‘healthy-side dominance’’ of
N100m to tone burst stimulation was observed in patients. This
asymmetry was manifested as stronger dipole moments to
monaural acoustic stimuli over hemisphere ipsilateral to healthy
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near irrespective on either healthy- or affected-ear stimulation. On
affected-ear stimulation, N100m dipole moment was significantly
stronger in the contralateral than in the ipsilateral hemisphere (i.e.
contralateral dominance). On healthy-ear stimulation, however,
N100m dipole moment was significantly stronger in the ipsilateral
than in the contralateral hemisphere (i.e. ipsilateral dominance).
Our MEG findings are corroborated by a functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) study in which loss of contralateral
dominance on healthy-ear stimulation in patients with unilateral
ISSNHL was reported [7]. Functional MRI observations of
healthy-side dominance were evidenced by a greater spatial extent
(more significant voxels) as activated by auditory stimulation. The
abnormal pattern of ‘‘ipsilateral dominance’’ on healthy-ear
stimulation in the acute stage of ISSNHL revealed a tendency
toward a symmetrical pattern along the recovery course one
month later. The report characterizing auditory brain activation in
patients with unilateral ISSNHL suggests a dynamic plasticity of
central auditory pathways. It has been shown that the pattern of
auditory evoked fields (AEFs) of ‘‘healthy-side dominance’’ in the
acute stage of unilateral ISSNHL could be evolving in the later
course of disease [8]. However, to our knowledge, no study on the
prognostic relevance of hemispheric asymmetry coupled to
hearing function in ISSNHL has been reported.
We thus investigated whether or not the pattern of hemispheric
asymmetry bears any prognostic effect with respect to the recovery
of function in patients with acute unilateral ISSNHL by using
MEG in this study. AEFs were assessed by measuring N100m in
ISSNHL (initial visit and one month after the treatment,
respectively) and in normal hearing subjects (once only during
the study). Ipsilateral/contralateral ratio was used to assess the
degree of hemispheric asymmetry during follow-ups and deter-
mine the prognostic relevance to unilateral ISSNHL [9].
Methods
Ethics Statement
The study was in compliance with Declaration of Helsinki.
Written informed consent was obtained from each participant with
a protocol approved by the Institutional Ethics and Research
Committee of Taipei Veterans General Hospital and Cheng Hsin
General Hospital.
Subjects (Table 1)
Twenty-one right-handed, previously untreated adult patients
with acute unilateral left (n=11) or right (n=10) ISSNHL (12
males; 21–70 years of age, mean=46) were studied. Initial MEG
Table 1. General data for all participants.
Control ISSNHL patient
Th (dB) De (dB)
Initial Initial 1m
No Gender Age (yr) Gender Age (yr) Du (d) Lesion Avg 1 k Avg 1 k Avg 1 k Improvement
1 M * 3 5M * 3 51 7 R t 1 21 5 5 35 0 1 51 0 c
2 M * 2 5M * 7 02 1 L t 2 02 0 6 06 5 4 05 0 p
3 M* 29 M* 43 7 Lt 15 10 65 65 10 10 c
4 M* 34 M* 34 8 Rt 15 20 50 60 62 65 n
5 F * 4 0M 4 98R t 1 82 0 6 36 5 6 36 5 n
6 F * 4 2F 5 64R t 1 01 0 4 74 0 3 83 5 n
7 F* 46 M* 48 8 Lt 17 20 63 60 62 65 n
8 M 3 6F 5 52 1 R t 1 52 0 4 04 0 3 53 0 n
9 M 26 F* 50 10 Rt 10 20 63 60 43 35 p
10 M* 66 F 45 4 Rt 18 20 65 65 53 55 p
1 1 F 2 6F * 3 51 7 R t 1 01 5 5 05 5 5 05 5 n
12 M 36 F* 53 7 Lt 20 15 63 55 53 45 n
13 M* 25 F 51 10 Lt 8 10 45 50 42 45 n
1 4 F 2 6M 4 42L t 1 82 0 5 55 0 5 35 0 n
1 5 F 2 7M * 5 53L t 7 1 0 4 84 5 1 81 5 c
16 M 36 M* 21 9 Lt 20 20 62 60 43 45 p
17 F* 62 F* 29 9 Lt 12 15 52 55 42 35 n
18 F* 54 F 53 6 Lt 15 15 65 65 53 60 p
19 M* 21 F* 27 21 Rt 10 5 33 35 28 30 n
2 0 F * 3 4M 4 11 0 L t 1 71 5 4 04 0 2 22 0 c
21 M 23 M 70 20 Rt 18 20 52 60 45 55 n
No, participant number; Age, y/o; Du, time elapsed since onset of hearing loss to initial MEG exam (days); Lesion, ear of hearing loss; Lt, left ear; Rt, right ear; Th, initial
hearing threshold of the healthy ear (dB HL); De, degree of hearing loss of the affected ear (dB HL); Avg, average hearing threshold of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz; 1 k,
hearing threshold at 1000 Hz; Improvement, hearing improvement defined as: (1) a threshold of # 25 dB HL in the affected ear (complete recovery, c), or (2) a threshold
of .25 dB HL with a gain of .10 dB HL in the affected ear (partial recovery, p); n, no recovery; Initial, initial PTA exam; 1 m, 1 month after initial exam (fixed stage); *,
participants who were involved in our previous studies (see methods).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035055.t001
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PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 2 April 2012 | Volume 7 | Issue 4 | e35055responses of thirteen patients had been reported in our preliminary
one-time point studies [5,6]. Sensorineural hearing loss was
diagnosed according to the criteria of a threshold no less than
30 dB HL over three contiguous frequencies within three days or
less [10]. No other neurological deficits or traumatic history were
identified. All patients received treatments consisting of parenteral
steroids and common oral rheological drugs including pentoxifyl-
line and nicametate citrate for five days during the admission.
Outpatient therapy with oral rheological drugs ceased by one
month for patients with partial and no recovery at discharge.
Elapsed time for the initial MEG and pure tone audiometry (PTA)
exam after disease onset ranged from 2 days to 3 weeks. MEG and
PTA exam were then repeated at about 1 month after initial exam
(i.e., fixed stage) [11]. The average threshold of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz,
and 2000 Hz according to the last audiogram was exploited to
split patients into three prognostic subgroups: complete recovery,
Figure 1. Temporal dynamics of neuromagnetic responses to monaural stimulation with reference to hearing status in unilateral
ISSNHL patients. Patient 12 (female, left ISSNHL) was studied initially on the seventh day after onset. (A) PTA results of air conduction exam. The
patient demonstrated a sensorineural hearing loss pattern in initial exam (left column) and had a hearing gain of less than the cut-off value for
hearing improvement (10 dB; see method for definition) 1 month later (right column). Dashed and solid lines denote right and left ear threshold,
respectively. (B) & (C) Neuromagnetic field patterns and source localizations. In initial MEG exam (left column), ECDs (green arrows) revealed a
pattern of healthy-side dominance. In 1-month MEG exam (right column), the pattern became relatively symmetrical. Dipole sources (red dots) are
localized at the auditory cortices of bilateral temporal lobes in patients’MRI images. MRI views are displayed according to neurological convention,
i.e., subject’ right hemisphere is on the right side of the images.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035055.g001
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PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org 4 April 2012 | Volume 7 | Issue 4 | e35055partial recovery, and no recovery. Hearing improvement was
conventionally defined as: (1) a threshold of.25 dB HL in the
affected ear (complete recovery), or (2) a threshold of .25 dB HL
with a gain of .10 dB HL in the affected ear (partial recovery)
[12,13].
Twenty-one right-handed healthy volunteers with normal
hearing (12 males; 21–66 years of age, mean=36) served as
control. Thirteen controls were involved in our previously
published studies [5,6].
Audiometric and Electrophysiological Exam
All participants underwent PTA exam to determine both air
and bone conduction threshold, using test frequencies between
250 Hz to 8000 Hz. Controls had normal PTA results (threshold
# 25 dB HL for all frequencies). A unilateral sensorineural
hearing loss was confirmed in all ISSNHL patients, characterized
as cochlea being the lesion site based on results of reduced
distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) and within-
normal-limit interaural latency differences for auditory brainstem
responses (ABRs) [14]. Since for all patients, air and bone
conduction thresholds were less than 65 dB HL at 1000 Hz
(Figure 1, Table 1), the probing auditory stimulus was set at this
frequency with an intensity of 75 dB SPL for the MEG exam. This
moderate intensity was chosen to avoid further acoustic damage
and cross-hearing contamination.
MEG Paradigm
MEG measurements were done in a magnetically shielded room
using a whole-head 306-channel neuromagnetometer (Vector-
view
TM 4-D Neuroimaging, Helsinki, Finland). Subjects sat
upright with eyes open during measurements. Tone bursts
(1000 Hz, 50 ms duration with 10 ms for ramp up and down,
respectively, 75 dB SPL at the exit end of the plastic tube, with an
interstimulus interval of four seconds) were delivered monaurally
via molded earpieces using the SoundProbe
TM program on a
Macintosh computer. The contralateral (i.e. non-stimulated) ear
was plugged by using molded earpiece to minimize the ear-to-ear
crosstalk. Affected and healthy ears were monaurally stimulated in
separate sessions separated by two minutes of rest. Trials with
electro-oculographic amplitudes exceeding 150 mV were rejected.
MEG signals were sampled at 400 Hz and band-pass filtered at
0.03 to 100 Hz. About 90 artifact-free trials were averaged. Digital
low-pass filtering at 30 Hz and high-pass filtering at 1 Hz was
performed off-line. An equivalent current dipole (ECD) model
consisting of bilateral sources was used to explain the MEG signals
[15]. First, an initial guess of an independent source was done in
both hemispheres respectively. Each ECD was applied to a subset
of 40,60 sensors around the maximum peak in one hemisphere
with a goodness-of-fit (g) larger than 90% for acceptance. No
magnetometers were included. Since the accuracy of dipole
localization depends on the signal-to-noise ratio [16], we included
a sensor only when the peak amplitude of the signal was stronger
than 2 standard deviations above the baseline. After the ECD with
the highest g value was identified, all channels were taken into
account for further analysis so that it explained best the recorded
magnetic field globally [15]. Peak latency was then extracted for
these ECDs. T1-weighted MR images of subject brains were
acquired using a 3.0 T Bruker MedSpec S300 system (Bruker,
Kalsrube, Germany) for MEG-MRI co-registration. No obvious
abnormality (e.g., vascular lesion, tumor growth, etc.) was found in
those brain MRI-exams.
Data Analysis
The epoch analyzed ranged from 50 ms before to 350 ms after
stimulation onset. The prestimulus interval was used as baseline.
The time window for N100m was 70,160 ms [17,18]. The inter-
hemispheric differences of peak dipole amplitude and latency of
N100m, observed in different hemispheres of controls and patients
respectively, were evaluated using Wilcoxon signed rank test. Two
kinds of ipsilateral/contralateral ratio (I/C) were used to assess the
degree of hemispheric asymmetry: (1) I/C made by reactivity of
different hemispheres to monaural stimulation (I/Ca and I/Cl for
N100m dipole moment and latency, respectively), i.e., ratio of
N100m in ipsilateral to that in contralateral hemisphere on
unilateral-ear stimulation, and (2) I/C made by reactivity of same
hemisphere to stimulus at two ears (I/Cas and I/Cls for N100m
dipole moment and latency, respectively), i.e., ratio of N100m in
one hemisphere on ipsilateral-ear stimulation to that in the same
hemisphere on contralateral-ear stimulation. The prognostic
relevance of the hemispheric asymmetry as expressed in the
Table 3. Amplitude and latency of peak dipole moment for N100m (m6sd) in prognostic subgroups.
ISSNHL patient
Initial 1 m
Healthy Affected Healthy Affected
Prognostic
subgroups a l a L a l a l
Contralateral hemisphere
c (n=4) 47.8614.1 88.5619.6 88.1621.1 85.869.6 52.7612.1 83.969.7 70.7641.1 83.8613.2
p (n=5) 45.5623.5 81.769.5 41.2631.3 123.1628.3 60.5641.8 84.866.3 58.7657.8 93.6619.5
n (n=12) 49.9619.2 86.0614.7 62.4625.7 95.6620.3 69.3625.8 85.768.6 66.4618.1 92.7612.3
Ipsilateral hemisphere
c (n=4) 64.1623.5 92.6612.2 34.166.5 95.961.7 76.0640.4 89.466.5 41.0617.6 94.865.8
p (n=5) 59.4616.2 90.5610.9 25.5615.9 123.768.7 61.5638.7 97.9618.5 44.9632.3 106.1625.5
n (n=12) 55.3622.1 92.5610.3 32.5612.0 108.7615.8 64.1626.0 90.8610.3 48.4619.6 102.2612.6
Healthy, healthy-ear stimulation; Affected, affected-ear stimulation; Initial, initial MEG exam; 1 m, 1 month after initial exam (fixed stage); a, amplitude of N100m dipole
moment (Q/nAm); l, latency of N100m dipole moment (ms); m, mean; sd, standard deviation; c, complete recovery; p, particl recovery; n, no recovery.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035055.t003
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ISSNHL was evaluated using Spearman’ rank correlation.
Differences of I/C among prognostic subgroups (i.e., complete,
partial, and no recovery) were evaluated using both Kruskal-Wallis
and Mann-Whitney U test. Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve was then used to determine the best cut-off value of
I/C for the prognostication of hearing improvement at the fixed
stage. Statistical significance was thresholded at P,0.05.
Results
In all subjects, N100m dipole was identifiable over each
hemisphere and was localized bilaterally on the superior temporal
planum with an orientation centrifugal to the auditory cortex
(Figure 1, Table 2 and 3, Tables S1, S2, and S3). In the present
study, both the healthy and affected ear was stimulated with the
same stimulus. Although the same SPL sound corresponds to
different HL sound in each patient with variable hearing loss, this
did not jeopardize the interpretation of our results, since the
analysis was based mainly on the ratio rather than the value of
AEFs.
Prognostic relevance of ipsilateral/contralateral ratio
About half of patients achieved hearing improvement (Table 1).
Within-group differences of I/C among prognostic subgroups (i.e.,
complete, partial, and no recovery) evaluated using Kruskal-Wallis
revealed statistical significance in three of them (Table 4 and 5):
initial I/Cas on healthy-ear stimulation (p=0.046), initial I/Cls on
healthy-ear stimulation (p=0.027), and initial I/Cls on affected-
ear stimulation (p=0.02). Mann-Whitney U test furthermore
showed that the differences existed between subgroups of complete
and partial recovery (p=0.037 for I/Cas on healthy-ear stimula-
tion, the smaller the ratio, the better recovery; p=0.036 for I/Cls
on healthy-ear stimulation, the larger the ratio, the better
recovery; p=0.014 for I/Cls on affected-ear stimulation, the
smaller the ratio, the better recovery), as well as those of partial
and no recovery (p=0.027 for I/Cas on healthy-ear stimulation,
the larger the ratio, the better recovery; p=0.02 for I/Cls on
healthy-ear stimulation, the smaller the ratio, the better recovery;
p=0.026 for I/Cls on affected-ear stimulation, the larger the ratio,
the better recovery), but not those of complete and no recovery
(p=0.63 for I/Cas on healthy-ear stimulation; p=0.28 for I/Cls
on healthy-ear stimulation; p=0.25 for I/Cls on affected-ear
stimulation). The ROC curves in turn showed the best prediction
effect of I/C for the hearing improvement at fixed stage: between
subgroups of complete and partial recovery, the optimal cut-off
value was an initial I/Cls on affected-ear stimulation at 1.34 (area
under curve 1, sensitivity 100%, specificity 100%); between
subgroups of partial and no recovery, the optimal cut-off value
was an initial I/Cls on healthy-ear stimulation at 0.76 (area under
curve 0.87, sensitivity 80%, specificity 100%; the smaller the ratio,
the better recovery, Figure 2A).
When ipsilateral/contralateral ratio were correlated to hearing
levels, no significant correlation was revealed except for that
between the initial I/Ca on affected-ear stimulation and the
hearing level at the fixed stage (r=0.58, p=0.006; the smaller the
ratio, the lower the hearing level; Figure 2B) in ISSNHL. There
was no correlation between hearing gain and ipsilateral/
contralateral ratio at various stages.
Interhemispheric differences of N100m
Normal-hearing subjects (Table 2 and S3). When N100m
activities of contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres for all control
subjects were respectively pooled from ear stimulation on both
sides (42 measurements for each hemisphere), a contralateral
dominance of dipole moment was noted (p,0.001). A faster
N100m response was also noted in the contralateral hemisphere
(p,0.001). A subset analysis (n=21) of peak N100m moment
made according to the ear stimulated revealed a significant
contralateral preponderance upon both left-ear (p,0.001) and
right-ear stimulation (p=0.002). Inter-hemispheric latency
differences were significant for both left-ear (p,0.001) and right-
ear stimulation (p=0.002) on the subset level.
ISSNHL patients (Table 2 and 3, Figure S1). On initial
MEG exam of patients, the contralateral N100m was significantly
shorter in response latency (p=0.001) as compared to that of
ipsilateral hemisphere (n=42). Contralateral dominance was not
observed (p=0.062) on the pooled data from stimulation of both
Figure 2. Prognostic effect of neuromagnetic index. (A) ROC curves showed the best prediction effect of I/C for the hearing
improvement. Left, between subgroups of complete and partial recovery, the optimal cut-off value was an initial I/Cls on affected-ear stimulation
at 1.34 (area under curve 1, sensitivity 100%, specificity 100%, red circle). Right, between subgroups of partial and no recovery, the optimal cut-off
value was an initial I/Cls on healthy-ear stimulation at 0.76 (area under curve 0.87, sensitivity 80%, specificity 100%, red circle). (B) Relationship
between ipsilateral/contralateral ratio and hearing levels. When ipsilateral/contralateral ratio were correlated to hearing levels, no significant
correlation was revealed except for that between the initial I/Ca on affected-ear stimulation and the fixed hearing level (r=0.58, p=0.006). r,
correlation coefficient; *, p,0.05.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035055.g002
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healthy or deaf ear vs. those from the ipsilateral hemisphere;
n=42). However, a healthy-side dominance was observed when
responses from hemispheres ipsilateral to the healthy ears were
pooled and compared with those from hemispheres ipsilateral to
the deaf ears, irrespective of the ear stimulated (p,0.001; n=42).
No inter-hemispheric difference in latency was observed
(p=0.677).
On MEG exam of patients at the fixed stage, the contralateral
N100m was significantly shorter in response latency (p,0.001) as
compared to that of ipsilateral hemisphere (n=42). Contralateral
dominance was observed (p=0.015) on the pooled data from
stimulation of both ears (n=42). Neither evidence of ‘‘healthy-side
dominance’’ (p=0.142) nor inter-hemispheric difference in latency
(p=0.441) was observed when responses from hemispheres
ipsilateral to the healthy ears were pooled and compared with
those from hemispheres ipsilateral to the deaf ears, irrespective of
the ear stimulated (n=42).
Discussion
One major and novel finding in the current study is the
prognostic relevance of hemispheric asymmetry in terms of
ipsilateral/contralateral ratio for N100m responses. When ipsilat-
eral/contralateral ratio were grouped according to the prognosis
and analyzed, the ROC curves demonstrated that the cut-off value
with best prediction effect of hearing improvement at the fixed
stage was an initial I/Cls on affected-ear stimulation at 1.34 for the
prognostication between subgroups of complete and partial
recovery, and an initial I/Cls on healthy-ear stimulation at 0.76
for that between subgroups of partial and no recovery, respectively
(the smaller the ratio, the better recovery, Figure 2A). Strong
correlation was furthermore noted only between the initial I/Ca
on affected-ear stimulation and the hearing level at the fixed stage
(positive correlation, i.e. the smaller the ratio, the lower the
hearing level; Figure 2B) in ISSNHL. Since a lower hearing level
at the fixed stage suggested a higher possibility for the patients to
be recovered, a smaller initial I/Ca on affected-ear stimulation
Table 4. Ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m.
ISSNHL patient
Control Initial 1 m
Left Right Healthy Affected Healthy Affected
I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls
1 0.46 1.21 0.92 1.14 1.60 1.04 0.80 1.10 1.08 1.11 0.91 1.04 0.46 1.13 0.55 1.21 0.84 1.09 1.24 1.07 1.49 1.09 1.01 1.11
2 0.86 0.97 0.50 0.89 0.86 1.04 1.47 1.13 3.17 1.00 1.75 0.69 0.31 1.08 0.56 1.58 2.87 1.06 0.96 1.07 0.40 0.91 1.19 0.90
3 0.42 1.24 0.48 1.14 0.70 0.98 0.62 1.07 2.64 0.94 0.83 1.11 0.30 0.94 0.96 0.80 1.72 1.00 0.84 0.95 0.43 1.00 0.88 1.05
4 0.33 1.27 0.75 1.16 0.94 0.97 0.41 1.06 0.57 1.27 2.26 0.76 0.90 0.91 0.23 1.53 0.80 1.17 1.11 0.98 1.13 1.00 0.82 1.19
5 0.39 1.19 0.41 1.07 0.68 1.09 0.65 1.21 1.36 0.88 1.07 1.03 0.89 1.00 1.13 0.86 0.76 1.09 0.95 0.98 0.98 1.10 0.78 1.22
6 0.77 1.14 0.94 1.12 0.83 1.08 0.68 1.09 0.68 1.17 1.07 0.86 0.43 1.22 0.27 1.67 0.80 1.05 1.74 0.81 0.85 1.25 0.39 1.62
7 0.22 1.38 0.35 1.31 0.74 1.22 0.46 1.28 2.42 1.05 1.04 0.82 0.42 1.02 0.98 1.30 2.01 1.04 1.08 0.99 0.28 1.00 0.52 1.05
8 1.08 1.31 0.64 1.15 0.35 1.00 0.59 1.14 1.10 1.22 0.58 0.91 0.33 1.01 0.63 1.36 0.85 1.05 0.49 0.94 0.91 0.94 1.56 1.04
9 1.07 0.91 0.79 1.07 0.57 1.17 0.78 0.98 1.18 1.19 1.83 0.75 0.71 1.04 0.46 1.66 0.76 1.65 1.82 1.42 2.82 1.28 1.18 1.50
10 0.42 1.10 0.48 0.82 0.70 1.05 0.62 1.41 1.01 1.41 1.52 0.75 1.01 0.86 0.67 1.60 0.47 1.05 1.06 1.12 0.89 1.39 0.39 1.30
11 1.49 1.05 0.85 1.29 0.92 1.20 1.62 0.97 1.15 1.16 0.76 0.99 0.69 0.99 1.05 1.15 0.66 1.00 0.56 0.88 0.85 1.00 1.01 1.13
12 0.86 1.45 0.72 1.02 1.25 0.82 1.49 1.17 1.06 1.10 0.79 0.94 0.45 1.11 0.61 1.30 0.84 1.18 1.41 1.06 0.74 0.98 0.44 1.09
13 0.53 1.10 0.66 1.14 0.70 1.24 0.56 1.19 1.18 1.15 1.62 1.15 0.49 1.44 0.36 1.44 1.03 1.20 0.49 1.09 0.34 1.11 0.71 1.22
14 0.59 1.09 0.56 1.32 0.82 1.25 0.87 1.03 1.18 1.00 0.85 1.10 0.40 1.22 0.56 1.11 1.19 1.00 1.74 0.85 0.86 1.10 0.59 1.29
15 0.50 1.16 0.71 1.09 1.10 1.09 0.78 1.16 1.04 1.09 0.86 1.08 0.37 1.18 0.45 1.19 3.13 1.10 1.88 1.10 0.52 1.20 0.86 1.20
16 0.47 1.19 0.65 1.09 1.09 1.09 0.78 1.19 1.01 1.09 0.86 1.07 0.54 1.35 0.63 1.38 0.88 1.08 0.80 1.01 0.67 0.97 0.74 1.04
17 0.54 1.42 0.31 1.29 0.55 1.47 0.98 1.62 1.81 1.02 0.72 1.20 0.46 1.52 1.16 1.30 0.64 1.00 0.95 1.19 0.75 1.29 0.51 1.08
18 0.96 1.08 0.83 1.08 0.90 1.08 1.04 1.08 1.49 0.91 4.01 0.57 1.11 0.87 0.41 1.39 1.15 0.98 3.14 0.74 1.26 1.13 0.46 1.51
19 0.94 1.07 0.57 1.07 0.74 1.16 1.22 1.16 1.23 0.92 0.66 1.13 0.44 1.33 0.83 1.08 1.09 0.92 0.77 1.10 0.82 1.30 1.17 1.08
20 0.62 1.18 0.84 1.18 0.97 1.11 0.72 1.11 1.01 1.10 0.38 1.07 0.45 1.26 1.19 1.30 0.65 1.09 0.65 1.20 0.39 1.30 0.39 1.18
21 0.38 1.10 0.43 1.17 0.65 1.27 0.43 1.17 0.53 1.11 0.48 1.02 0.88 1.19 0.99 1.29 0.92 1.04 0.86 0.98 0.42 1.27 0.45 1.35
m 0.66 1.17 0.64 1.12 0.84 1.11 0.84 1.16 1.33 1.09 1.18 0.95 0.57 1.13 0.70 1.31 1.14 1.09 1.17 1.02 0.85 1.12 0.76 1.20
SD 0.32 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.27 0.14 0.35 0.14 0.67 0.13 0.81 0.17 0.25 0.18 0.30 0.23 0.71 0.15 0.62 0.15 0.55 0.14 0.33 0.18
p 0.88 0.88 0.046{ 0.027{ 0.15 0.51 0.61 0.02{ 0.79 0.72 0.45 0.30 0.55 0.90 0.90 0.82
Threshold for statistical significance using Kruskal-Wallis test was set at P,0.05. Left, left-ear stimulation; Right, right-ear stimulation; Healthy, healthy-ear stimulation;
Affected, affected-ear stimulation; Initial, initial MEG exam; 1 m, 1 month after initial exam (fixed stage); I/Ca, ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m dipole moment
amplitude in different hemispheres to monaural stimulation; I/Cl, ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m dipole moment latency in different hemispheres to monaural
stimulation; I/Cas, ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m dipole moment amplitude in same hemisphere to stimulus at two ears; I/Cls, ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of
N100m dipole moment latency in same hemisphere to stimulus at two ears; m, mean; sd, standard deviation; P, significance of difference in I/C among prognostic
subgroups (i.e., complete, partial, and no recovery); {, significant difference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035055.t004
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patients. It is noteworthy that the dipole moment of the N100m
response in the contralateral hemisphere relative to affected-ear
stimulation in initial MEG exam (62.2 nAm) was about the same
to that of the N100m response in the contralateral hemisphere
relative to healthy-ear stimulation in 1-mon MEG exam (64.8).
This seems surprising given that the stimulus level used was
constant. With a stimulus level of 75 dB SPL at 1000 Hz, the
difference on hearing threshold translates into a pronounced
disparity in sensation level (dB SL) of bilateral ears. Roughly,
65 dB HL translates to approximately 10 dB SL in the affected
ear. For the healthy ear (no worse than 25 dB HL), the stimulus
level is probably at least 50 dB SL. One reasonable explanation of
this result should be the inner-ear hearing impairment itself.
Previous study reported that inner-ear hearing loss revealed
enhanced N100m response, and the amplitude of N100m response
on affected-ear stimulation at 5,10 dB SL was almost equal to
that on healthy-ear stimulation at 50,60 dB SL [8]. The finding
thus justified the conjecture that cochlea might be the most
probable lesion site of ISSNHL.
The above-mentioned findings thus pinpoint a good prognos-
tication of the outcome at defined time. Since the ipsilateral/
contralateral ratio subserves an indicator of auditory plasticity [9],
a smaller initial I/Cls on either affected- or healthy-ear stimulation
and I/Ca on affected-ear stimulation in ISSNHL might entail a
better adaptation and compensational bi-hemispheric synergism of
the auditory system to the abrupt hearing loss for the functional
restitution after the insult. The observations in the current study
suggested that the ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of both N100m
latency and amplitude be a sensitive parameter to index for the
subtle functional modulation/plasticity in ISSNHL of slight to
moderate degree. Although efforts have been made to correlate
various variables with the prognosis, no single biomarker was yet
found to reliably prognosticate the eventual outcome and/or
hearing level in ISSNHL [4,13,19,20,21,22]. The aforementioned
heterogeneity between neuromagnetic index and prognosis in the
present study (i.e. the best parameter was different between
subgroups of complete and partial recovery, and between
subgroups of partial and no recovery) possibly echoed different
pathogeneses of ISSNHL.
The actual mechanisms of central auditory plasticity in the
functional recovery of ISSNHL are currently unknown. Although
the mean age of our controls is less than that of patients, the
observations cannot be ascribed to the ageing effect or to the
influence of dipole location [5,6,23,24]. One plausible explanation
for the prognostication effect of initial I/C on either affected- or
healthy-ear stimulation in patients, is that the effect of cochlear
lesion(s) might be bilateral through retrocochlear crossing fibers,
and thus causing a changes of inter-hemispheric inhibition
[5,6,24]. The effect, probably coupled with changes in neuro-
transmission/neuromodulation, might also implicate the extent of
peripheral injuries and launch a corresponding reorganization for
the mending in central auditory pathway [2,25]. Such reorgani-
zation would help avoid further deterioration in the auditory
system resulting from cessation of electrical and nutritional input
due to cochlear damages [2,25].
In the present study, elapsed time for the initial MEG exam
after disease onset ranged from 3 days to 3 weeks. It seemed that
this could lead to an underestimate of the difference between
findings at initial and fixed stages in patients who had late initial
scan at 3 weeks, though the test interval between two stages was
actually the same among patients. However, MEG results were
significantly different between the two stages. The significantly
higher initial ipsilateral/contralateral ratio on healthy-ear stimu-
lation and the significantly lower initial ipsilateral/contralateral
ratio on affected-ear stimulation, in comparison to that of controls
on either-ear stimulation, yielded a pattern of healthy-side
dominance in the acute stage of ISSNHL. Higher ipsilateral/
contralateral ratio on healthy-ear stimulation and lower ipsilater-
al/contralateral ratio on affected-ear stimulation at initial MEG
exam for patients were both replaced by values approaching ,1.0
at the fixed stage, resulting in a relatively symmetrical pattern of
N100m responses. This finding confirmed previous results showing
a pattern of more equal activation over bilateral hemispheres on
monaural stimulation in chronically unilateral deaf patients than
those in acute stage and normal-hearing subjects [9,26,27,28].
Our finding is also in cooperative with the aforementioned fMRI
study [7], in which the pattern of ‘‘ipsilateral dominance’’ on
healthy-ear stimulation in the acute stage of ISSNHL showed a
Table 5. Ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m in prognostic subgroups.
SSNHL patient
Initial 1 m
Healthy Affected Healthy Affected
Prognostic subgroups I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls I/Ca I/Cl I/Cas I/Cls
Mean
c (n=4) 1.44 1.06 0.74 1.08 0.40 1.13 0.79 1.12 1.58 1.07 1.15 1.08 0.71 1.14 0.78 1.13
p (n=5) 1.57 1.12 2.00 0.76 0.73 1.04 0.54 1.52 1.22 1.16 1.56 1.07 1.21 1.14 0.79 1.25
n (n=12) 1.19 1.09 0.99 0.99 0.57 1.16 0.73 1.28 0.97 1.06 1.01 0.99 0.75 1.11 0.75 1.20
Standard deviation
c (n=4) 0.80 0.08 0.24 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.35 0.22 1.13 0.05 0.54 0.10 0.53 0.13 0.27 0.07
p (n=5) 0.91 0.19 1.19 0.18 0.33 0.20 0.11 0.13 0.95 0.28 0.97 0.24 0.95 0.20 0.38 0.27
n (n=12) 0.52 0.12 0.50 0.14 0.21 0.19 0.34 0.21 0.37 0.08 0.43 0.11 0.26 0.13 0.35 0.17
Healthy, healthy-ear stimulation; Affected, affected-ear stimulation; Initial, initial MEG exam; 1 m, 1 month after initial exam (fixed stage); I/Ca, ipsilateral/contralateral
ratio of N100m dipole moment amplitude in different hemispheres to monaural stimulation; I/Cl, ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m dipole moment latency in
different hemispheres to monaural stimulation; I/Cas, ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m dipole moment amplitude in same hemisphere to stimulus at two ears; I/Cls,
ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of N100m dipole moment latency in same hemisphere to stimulus at two ears.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0035055.t005
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function one month later.
One possible explanation of our finding is the involvement of
neurochemical changes observed in the auditory system following
peripheral hearing loss. Animal studies have revealed a down-
regulation of both ipsilateral excitatory receptor expression/
binding and contralateral inhibitory neurotransmitters synthesis
with respect to the affected ear in the central auditory pathway
[29,30]. Levels of these altered receptors/neurotransmitters came
near a relatively equal range between bilateral pathways after the
cochlear damage, with or without repair of the peripheral damage
[29,30]. Such changes thus underpin the reversal from healthy-
side dominance to a more balanced activation of both auditory
cortices as we observed in the fixed stage of ISSNHL.
In summary, the hemispheric asymmetry expression at initial
stages bears the best prognostic potential for the treatment
outcomes and/or the hearing levels at the fixed stage in acute
unilateral ISSNHL of mild-to-moderate degree. In addition, this
study suggested that a dynamic process of central auditory
plasticity can be induced by peripheral lesions. Our study
demonstrated that such brain signature of central auditory
plasticity at defined time can serve as a prognostication predictor
for ISSNHL. To strengthen the clinical application of our findings,
studies using electroencephalography are required to verify the
temporal changes in asymmetry expression within clinical settings
since MEG is mainly a research tool.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Source waveforms at respective stages by ear
stimulation in ISSNHL patients. Healthy-side dominance of
N100m responses was observed initially (red line, initial MEG
exam). At the fixed stage (green line, 1 month after initial exam), a
relatively symmetrical pattern (or even contralateral dominance) of
N100m responses was noted. Healthy, healthy-ear stimulation;
Affected, affected-ear stimulation; Contra, hemisphere contralat-
eral to the stimulated ear; Ipsi, hemisphere ipsilateral to the
stimulated ear.
(TIF)
Table S1 Amplitude and latency of N100m dipole
moment on initial MEG exam and 1 month after initial
exam in controls. The excellent consistence of MEG makes it
suitable for repeated follow-up measurements of auditory evoked
responses, which is in line with experiences in our lab. To verify
that the findings observed in our patients did not result from the
differences due simply to the test-retest bias, we surveyed again the
test-retest reliability for six additional controls with the same test-
interval (i.e. one month) applied in ISSNHL patients. The results
of evaluation for the reliability of repeated MEG exams in these
normal hearing subjects showed no significant differences between
test and retest over an interval of about one month in terms of
peak dipole moment amplitude and peak latency.
(DOC)
Table S2 Relative position of N100m peak dipole at
various stages in terms of Talairach coordinates (x, y, z,
in mm). Relative position of N100m peak dipole between 2
repeated measurements in ISSNHL was expressed in terms of
Talairach’ nomenclature. Differences of N100m dipole location (x,
y, and z coordinates, respectively) at various stages were evaluated
using Wilcoxon signed rank test. There are no significant
differences between N100m source locations of two stages.
(DOC)
Table S3 Amplitude and latency of peak dipole moment
for N100m.
(DOC)
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